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THE WEATHER AND CIRCULATION OF MAY 1952'
Including a Study of Some Recent Periodicities

H. F. HAWKINS, Jr.
Extended Forecast Sedfon, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

GENERAL CIRCULATIONCHARACTERISTICS
The mean circulation pattern for May 1952 was characterized by low zonal index and blocking activity from
central Europe westward through North America. These
conditions were accompanied by a large area of persistently above-normal 700-mb. heights extending from
Scandinavia to centralCanada
(fig. 1) and a strong
narrow band of westerlies at lower latitudes (south of 40'
N.) across the Atlantic sector. Along this narrow channel,
1

See charts I-XV following p. 03 for analyzedclimstologiarldata for the month.

the strongest 700-mb. jetonthemap
(fig. 2), moved
almost all of the cyclones which passed eastward off
North America(fig.
3 andChart X). Only a few of
these storms ever completed the customary northeastward
trajectorytothe
Greenland-Iceland area. Most were
shunted eastward, far south
of the normal path, in the
area of below-normal700-mb. heights (fig. 1). Many
of these stalled and filled in thecentral Atlantic asa result
of the prevailing blockingregime. This characteristic is
in accord with the findings of Rex [l] who showed
that May is an especially favored month for blocking
activity.

FIGUSE1.-Mean 700-mb. chart for the period April 2 9 " a y 28,1052. Contours at 200-ft. intervals are shown by solid lines, intermediate contoursby lines with long dashes and
700-mb. height departures from normal
at 100-ft. intervalsby lines witb short dasbes witb tbe zero isopleths bavier. Anomaly centers andcantows are labeled in tens of feet. M b
imw latitude trough locationsare shown by bewysolid lines.
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The western Atlantic was thus thescene of the strongest
trough and ridge activity on the map. The warm blocking High in the Davis Strait had the greatest 700-mb.
height anomaly ("400 ft.) observed in the Northern
.Hemisphere. At middle latitudes, in the trough south of
Newfoundland, heights averaged 240 feet less than normal.
This trough was some 10' to 15' of longitude farther east
than itscounterpart
in April [2]. The major eastern
Pacific trough (fig. 1) wasalso slightly farther east in
May (about 5' in middle latitudes) than the analogous
April feature, so that the large-scale patterns had some
similarity during the 2 months. However, the lowlatitude segment of this trough,near the Hawaiian Islands,
was much farther west than the trough off California in
April. Consequently, the prevalence of blocking activity,
which augmented the seasonal weakening of the westerlies,
and the increasing wave length, as the lower latitude
troughs separated, favored a new trough development. In
May such a new trough development did take place, from
the Central Plains of the United States southward, and it
became more conspicuous as the month progressed.
The eastern Pacific trough was accompanied by stronger
than normalcyclonic
activity (below-normal heights,
fig. 1, below-normal sea level pressures, Chart XI inset)
and was associated with a well-marked westerly jet stream
(fig. 2). This
stream,
while traversing the western
North American ridge, did not show the well-defined
split into two parts whichwas noted in April. Instead,
it appeared to disintegrate over the continent, with three
Weakly marked maxima penetrating the ridge. Its reestablishment and emergence from eastern North America
Was closely associated with the strong confluence of warm
a d cold air streams over the eastern United States. Some
evidenceof the thermal characteristics of this mechanism
is afforded by the surface temperature anomalies of the
eastern United States; Charts I-A and I-B illustrate the
much stronger than normalthermalcontrast
between
New England and the southeastern States.

eastern Hudson Bay the
as storms came under theinfluence
of the blocking regime near the lower Davis Strait. The
south-southeastward moving Alberta Lows entered the
United States by way of the Northern Plains, after which
both they and their secondaries moved eastward through
the weak trough in the Central Plains, across the eastern
Lakes, and were finally filled or turned southeastward by
thestrongnorthwesterly flow over New England.The
lack of cyclonic activity in the warm blocking ridge just
south of Greenland is especially noteworthy since this area
is seldom so free of storms at this time of the year.
The anticyclonic activity over North America had two
apparent phases. Most of the Highs which affected the
United States were of distinct maritime origin (see Chart
TX) and entered southern BritishColumbia from the eastern Pacific. They then moved eastward and east-southeast-wardthrough southern Alberta, around
the upper level
ridge, entering the United States through the Dakotas.
Their further collective trajectories were ill-defined in the
trough area of the mid-United States, but a preferred exit
path byway of the eastern Lakes and southernNew England was evidenced. The second phase of the anticyclonic
activity centered about the Highs of Polar continental
origin whose locus of activity appeared tobe north-central
Canada, south of the northernmost jet (fig. 2) and south
of the northernmost storm track (fig. 3). None of these
centersentered the United States (Chart IX) although
frequent reinforcement of the m P Highs by CPair was evident. Most of these continental anticyclones followed a
trajectoryeastwardand
finally merged with the mean
blockinghigh pressure over the Davis Straits and Greenland.
'

ANOMALIES OF TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION
INTHE UNITED STATES

Themonth of May was predominantly warm. This
was particularly true of the early period, before the midUnited States trough developed. Thus the first week of
the month had temperatures averaging as much as 15'
CYCLONE AND ANTICYCLONE TRACKS IN RELATION F. above normal in the Central Plains and effected such
rapid drying in the recently flooded Missouri Valley that
T O THE MEAN CIRCULATION
many fields deemed lost for the season were expected to
Weather systems entering North America from the Pa- prove arable. However, the development of the trough
cificwere subjected to the, influence of the western North in theUnited States, and thesurges of maritime air which
American ridge. Only one stormcenterpenetrated
the followed the accompanying depressions, produced cooler
western United States a t lower latitudes, traveling east- temperatures in the middle and south-central United
yard north of the weak southern jet shown in figure 2. States areas. Thisactivity, combined withthe cloud- .
' Farther north, however, several perturbations did manage
iness attending the trough development, was sufficient to
to cross the Rockies and set off cyclogenesis in northeast- bring below-normal temperatures to Texas with near norem British Columbia and northern Alberta as illustrated mal temperatures northward and northeastward through
by the cyclone frequencies in figure 3. This illustration, the OhioValley
(Charts I-A and I-B). The coldest
~howingthe major areas of cyclonic activity and axes of (relative to normal) area of the country was the Northeast
storm movement, indicates that Alberta Lowsmoved
whichwas dominated by the strong northwesterly flow
either east-southeastward or south-southeastward. The comprising the cold segment of the confluent streams.
former motion gave rise to the major east-west storm Monthly average temperatures as much as 4' I?. below
track of south central Canada, which split abruptly over normal were reported from eastern New York to northern
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FIGURE
2.-Mean geostrophic (total horizontal) wind speed at 700 mb. for the period
April %May 28, 1952. Light solid lines are isotachs drawn at intervals of 2 m. p. s.,
.while the heavy solid lines delineate the axes of maximum wind speed (Jets). Areas with
speeds in excess of 8 m/sec. are Etippledwhile those with less than 4 m/sec. are hatched.
Centers of maximumand minimum wind speed are labeled “F” and “5” respectively.
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FIGURE
3.-Geographical frequency of tracks of cyclones observed duringmonth of May
1952 within approximately eqtlsl area boxes of size 6 mid-latitude degrees of longitude

by 5” of latitude. The isopleths are drawnat intervals of 2; areas of zero frequency are
stippled, and areaswith frequencies of four or more arehatched. The principal cyclone
tracks areindicated by solid arrows and are not drawn through the centers for clarity.
All data obtained from Chart X.

Vermont and were in part due to the above-normal cloud- closely aligned with t,he axesof both the weak 700-mb. jet
iness accompanying the overrunning and heavy precipita- (fig. 2) and the major storm path (fig.3).
The second or southern band of above-normal precipition north of the prevailing confluence and frontal zone.
However, foehnwarming east of the Appalachians and the tation waschiefly apparent from east Texas eastward
Georgiacoast,
weakness of the sea breeze regime were probably respon- across the northern Gulf Statestothe
sible forthe above-normal temperatures at coastal stations with possibly a westward extension in centralNew Mexico.
Gulf precipitation was mostly of the air-mass shower
of New England and the Middle Atlantic States.
The western United States had generally above normal type with a few tornadoes and hailstorms reported.
temperature with extremes averaging $6O F. in the lower Frequently the activity was associated with warm sector
Colorado and Gila River Valleys. This entire area was squall lines which accompanied cyclones moving eastfarther
north
(fig. 3)
one of above-normal 700-mb. heights and abnormally ward along the main track
strong upper level anticyclonic circulation (fig, 1) which The shower activity in New Mexico was most notable as
replaced the more normal lower California coastal trough. the period ended and the ridge in that area finally weakMost of the southeasternUnited States was under a ened. I n general, however, the ridge was an effective
weakly anticyclonic westerly regime which made up the
suppressor of Precipitation, andlightamounts
(or no
warm component of the confluent streams. Tempera- rain) were observed over most of the FarWest and Southtures were consequently above normal despite the fact that west. Subnormal precipitation, was also observed in the
700-mb. heights were slightly below normal and t’hat the North Central States, in connection with the northwestanomalous flow was weakly from the northwest.
erly flow east of the mean ridge and the anticyclonic reThere were two conspicuous almost zonal bands of lative vorticity which prevailed at 700 mb. One ofthe
above-normal precipitation (Charts I1 and 111). The first most strikingfeatures of Chart I11 is the zonal band
of below-normal precipitation from Kansas to North
or northern band stretched from southern Montana an:
Wyoming eastward to Iowa, weakening over Illinois, but Carolina, completely separating the two bands of abovethe
north
and
south. This
becoming well marked again from Ohio eastward to the normal precipitation to
Atlantic Coast and northeastward over New England. pattern may be related to the split in the westerly jetThe precipitation in the Nort,heast was about that ex- stream at 700 mb. (fig. 2).
pected on the cool side of a confluence zonewhere cyclonic
Over large portions of the nation, the weather was
and frontal overrunning theoretically reach a maximum. mostly mild andprecipitation
generally sufficient for
The’ western section of the northern band of heavy pre- agricultural needs. Mostareas were reporting excellent
cipitation accompanied the cyclonic activity and cool air farm work progress and favorable growingconditions.
invasions already described. Most of this precipitation Preliminary estimates foretold one of the bumper wheat
occurred around the middle and latter portions of the crops. However, individual areas differedwidely and,
period as trough conditions in the United States became as often is thO case, some localities were suffering acutely
more dominant? The northern precipitation band.-was from the. ‘weatbw’s-vagaries; --Huron,. S. DtEk.. had. the
driest May since 1940; Crookston, Minn., the driest since
a An adjacent article by Chapman and Carr describes some of this activity in more
1917 ; while Texas was reporting that drought conditions
detail.
’
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were nearly erased in all sections for the first time in
2 years.

where Y=the precipitation in inches (expressed as departure from the mean) for the particular
day of the week designated by x
A STUDY OF SOME RECENT PERIODICITIES
A= the amplitude of the fitted curve in inches of
precipitation
Oneof the more interesting and newsworthy aspects
x
varies
from 0, 1, 2, . . . 7 corresponding to
of the weather of thismonthand
for some preceding
Sunday,
Monday,Tuesday, . . . Sunday
weeks was the succession of rainy weekendswhichoc0=phase
angle
expressed in unitsandtenths
curred in the eastern United States. On May 25 the
where
each
unit
represents a day of the week
New York City Office of the United StatesWeather
and
Sunday
is
taken
as 0, i. e., Tuesday is
Bureau recorded 1.42 inches of precipitation andthe
2.0,
Wednesday
is
3.0,
etc., and Sunday is
fifth rainy Sunday out of the last six. The meteorological
7.0
or
0.
observatory at Blue Hill, Milton, Mass., reported preThe cosine function was chosen since 0, the phase angle,
cipitation on three of the four Sundays in May with two
would
then indicate the day of the week when the precipiof the Sundays completely overcast. Washington, D. C.
tation
expressed by the equation would be a maximum.
had a s i m i l a r succession of disappointing weekends,
360
and so did most of the intervening and adjacent areas. For example, if e is 2.0 the expression A cos (x-0)- will
7
Remembering recent discussions [3] of claims of augO
o
=
l
,
and
be
a
maximum
when
x=2,
since
the
cos
mentation and control of 7-day weather periodicities
Tuesday
would
be
the
day
when,
according
to
the
fitted
through appropriate silver iodide seeding, many wondered
curve, the maximum precipitation would fall. The
if suchseedingwas
still being practiced. As faras
could be determined, no comparable periodic seeding amounts of precipitation indicated for each day of the
was currently under way; indeed, it seems likely that the week by the fitted curvewere correlated in two ways with
with the average
use of silver iodide generators has become so common and the observed data: (1) Correlation (R7)
precipitation
for
each
day
of
the
week,
and
(2) correlation
uncontrolled that the effects of additional periodic seedwith
the
appropriate
individual
daily
amounts
for each
ing would be more difficult than ever to detect. Howof
the
28
days
(Rzs).
The
latter
is
the
more
critical
ever, periodicities in the weatherhave been noted for
criterion
since
it
relates
the
periodic
function
with
each
a long time and it seemed advisable to examine the recent
day
and
indicates
whether
cyclical
indications
given
by
data and test its periodic nature.
the
totals
were
due
to
a
periodicity
consistent
in
amplitude
One method of studying 7-day periodicities is to utilize
four completecycles(28
days). Hence, the tests for and phase during the entire period or were due to a few
May included the first 28 days of the month. A sample sporadic and fortuitously timed large precipitation
array of the 24-hour precipitationtotals (ending 2400 amounts occurring on several days of the period.
The following array(table 2 ) presents the results of
EST) at the Washington City Office for the first 28 days
such
analyses for the first 28 days of May 1952. The
of May is shown in table 1. The totals show a striking
stations
are tabulated from west to east so that spacial
preference for precipitationto
occur on Sundaywith
comparisons
of phase are facilitated. The amplitudes and
decreasing amounts on either side and no measurable
R7
factors
are
of appreciable dimensions: furthermore, the
precipitation on Wednesday and Thursday.
Rzs values (especially that for Washington, D. C.) are
TABLE I.-Accumulated 84-hour
precipitation
amounts
(inches)
larger than those usually encountered in chance distriduring Jirst 88 days of M a y 1958 at Washington, D. C. (city ofice)
butions. Specifically, the probability of the Washington
value having occurred by chance from a random distriSun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
bution is about 1 or 2 in 100. It is also of interestto
see if thestations progressively farther east showed a
sensible progression of phase, as would be expected from
eastward-moving perturbations.This
did prove to be
the case; i. e., the maximum precipitation a t Omaha was
7

1

I

I

I

1

I

I

The analysis was made by a technique commonly employed in testing for periodicities with data composed of a
limited set of discrete values [4]. I t consisted of fitting a
iimple cosine curve to the data in such a fashion as to
minimize the square of the deviations (of the fitted curve)
from the observed values. The 7-day periodic element
was then expressed

TABLE2.-Amplitude,

correlations, and phase angle values computed from precipitation data for selected stations for May 1-38,
1958. (All values are based on 24-hour precipitation totalsending
8400 EST except Omaha which ends 2400 CST)

1

Station

A

I

RI

IRIII

0

Omaha, Nebr. (Muncie Airport)_ _ _ _ . _ _.185
___
.864_ _
.437
___
4.1 _ _
Lansing, Mich. (Capital City Airport)_ _ _ _ _.183
___
.766_ _
.316
. _ _4.5
._
.166
Cincinnati, Ohio (Abbe Observatory)
.777
.474
6.6
.267.
.848
Washington, D . C. (City Office) _._.__.....___.______
.529
0.4
.282
a3
Atlantic City N. J ____.___..._..._._._________
.638
.463
0.3
.251
New York, d.Y.(Battery P1.Office)
.612
.449
.171
.900 .418
a 9
Boston, M w . (Logan Ipternational Airport)

________________
_______________

I

I

I

I

.
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April Omaha data. While it does not equal the past
record periodicities [7] in either amplitude or closeness of
fit (RZ8),it still remains one of the more significant periods
of record. The most curious aspect of these Omaha cycles
is a tendency, pointed out by both Brier [7] and Hall [5],
for the phase of the well-marked periodicities to cluster
aboutSunday
and Monday. Furtherdata
collection
and testing are necessary to prove the phase preference is
real. Meanwhile it presents astimulatingsubject
for
speculation.
The relation of periodicities tothe mean circulation
patterns is also of interest. It is rather remarkable that
the majority of the marked periodicities studied recently
in the United States have occurred in spring. An inspection of the circulation features which prevailed during
some of these periodicities reveals a tendency for them to
occur where the mean 700-mb. pattern indicates a fairly
flat flow of westerly or zonal type often with slight cyclonic
curvatureand
usually without marked confluenceor
diffluence. I t may well be that the May 1952 confluence
over the Middle Atlantic States augmented the usual
rainfall regime, i. e., through increased overrunning of
the coldflow
bythe periodic perturbations from the
mid-United States, and that thetemperature periodicities
were disturbed andmasked by thesame cool northwesterly
flow. I n the case of periodicity in precipitation there was
little evidence from available data that the phenomenon
could be traced west of the Plains. If the pulses came
from the west, as continuity suggests, the amplitude was
increased in the weak United States trough. The failure ,
to trace precipitation periodicities farther west could be
due to the small amounts and infrequent occurrence of
precipitation. Theoretically, the application of the fundamental Fourier Series term is best made to continuous
elements, such as temperature. If, for instance,in an
arid climate rain fell only on Sunday, Rz8would be quite
small despite a perfectly timed succession of pulses.
Consequently, the precipitation periodicities are, other
TABLE
3.-Amplitude, correlations, and phase angle values computed
things being equal, most apt to be found where the prefrom 700-mb. temperature data (,WOOEST)for selected stations 1
cipitation is frequent andabundant or when an areal
Station
Month (1952)
A
R7
RN
e
(ratherthan "pinpoint") tabulation of data is used to
introduce
continuity of parameter. Periodicities in mete1.860
.872
.282 .._.....
Nantucket R . I ____.___...._______
May ___.___._._.
Dayton, Ohio_________....____._._
May _ _ _ _1.619
_____._.
orological
elements have already been traced around the
Joliet, I11.____________.___.._.-.-..
May _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .
1.475
/
~
~
:[5] and
~ a continuation
~
~ of ~
~ should
Omaha. Nebr _____....__._.___.___
March_ _ _ _2.310
___._.
hemisphere
such studies
Omaha;Nebr _ _ _ _ _ _ April
__
.._____._._.
___.
3.077
___.____
.
1.1
Omaha, Nebr _____________.._..._.
May _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _.252
_ .________
indicate
more
clearly
where
in
the
circulation
pattern
WashingtoqD.0 _ _ _ _ _ _
March
_ __
_ __
__
_ __
__
__
_ __
___._.
1.8
Washington, D. C _ _ _ _ _ _
April
__
__
__
__
__
_
.390
_
_
.. _
,094_ _
the
sinusoidal
characteristics
are
most
marked.
Washington, D. C ________________ May ____________
.470
.lo7 ________
I n conclusion, it is obvious that 7-day periodicities
1 These data have been analyzed without removal of the seasonal trend.
were fairly common this spring. Both the April temperature at Omaha and the Washington, D. C., precipitation
It is, at fist glance, rather disconcerting that May,
in May showed unusually significant persistence of weekly
themonth of notableprecipitation periodicity, should
patterns.
Whether the ultimate
cause of these patterns
be lacking in significant temperature periodicities. This
is particularly true at Washington, D. C., where the pre- rests in one of the natural free modes of oscillation for the
cipitation periodicity seemed to reach a maximum. atmosphere remains to be demonstrated.Currentlythe
Rather surprising in contrast are the March and
April temperature phase preference (for Sunday-Monday) noted
7 d a y cycles at Omaha and that for Marchat Washington. at Omaha is one of the most puzzling aspects of the data
The most sigDlficant periodicity is that shown by the studied.

on Thursday (plus 1/10 day) ;a t Lansing, halfway between
ThursdayandFriday:
a t Cincinnati,about
halfway
between SaturdayandSunday; a t Washington, almost
halfway between Sunday
and
Monday,
etc.
These
phase-space relations (with the exception of Lansing) are
in good agreement, especially since single-station precipitation data were used. It seems pertinent to point out
that the periodicity in May 1952 precipitation a t Washington, D. C. was greater than that noted at Washington
in April and Mayof 1950 when periodic seeding was being
practiced [3].
While a 7-day periodicity was definitely present in the
May 1952 precipitation, an appraisal of its probability is
more complex. The figures quoted above refer to chance
occurrences from a random distribution but most meteorological elements arenotrandomlydistributed.
Since
the evaluation of periodicities in serially corrrelated da,tais
theoretically difficult, the practical procedure is to examine the past records for other occurrences or periodicities with which the current one can be compared [5]. For
these purposes April and May precipitation records since
1919 for Washington, D. C., were examined for similar
periodicities in the precipitation data. Analyses of 66
months (the Aprils and Mays for 33 years)' revealed no
periodicity with an R,, as high as that for May 1952.
They also indicated that the serial correlation in these
precipitation data is so small that the assumption of a
random distribution gives approximately the correct results, i. e., the analyses indicated that periodicities equal
to that of May 1952 may be expected to occur (during
April or May) about 3 times in 100.
Next an evaluation of the recent free-air temperature
periodicities was made since, in thepast,this
element
has yielded the more strikingresults
[3, 5, 61. The
following findings (table 3), all that could be processed in
the time available, are for the 2200 EST 700-mb. temperatures in ' C.
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A. in addition to cloudiness, sky cover includes obscuration of the sky by fog, smoke, snow, etc. Chart based on
visual observations made hourly at Weather Bureau stations and averaged over the month. B. Computations
of normal amount of sky cover are made for stations having at least 10 years of record.
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A. Computed from total number of hours of observed sunshine in relation to total number of possible hours of
sunshine during month. B. Normals are computed for stations having at least 10 years of record.
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